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  . . - Turkish National Team cap number included - 22 is the real number of players in Turkish League - Coaching Skill is now
given on left score card - Head Coach can be changed with Keyboard, Mouse or gamepad A big thank you to everyone who has
been using this patch and providing feedback. GTA 3 Turkish League patch 1.0.4 by gothic_lord_1 Thank you for downloading
this patch.Please remember that this is a mod for GTA 3 and all the changes made by this mod are for this particular game only.

It is not for the PC versions of this game. There are some changes in this version such as: -Real roster with jerseys of the
players. -Turkey league added. -Real head coach and tactic added. -Footsteps with the coach added. -New scouting system.

-New table set up. -A new sky for Autumn. -Turks are now in Tophat Club and their leader is a player. -New 15 minutes or 40
minutes custom time added. -New sound for weather. -Improvements made to fan mode. For a detailed changelog please check:
Change Log Although there are some new features in this version, some of the changes in the new versions are not included yet.

So be patient. Hello all and thank you for looking into this mod. I appreciate all the feedback and suggestions. -gothic_lord_1
------------------------- - Tested in GTA San Andreas. - You will need Rockstar Editor 2.2.2, - You must have not-registered TIP
server. - This patch does not support F4F modes. - Coaches have to be present while you play in Tournament. - Coaches cannot
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be changed during tournament. - Some menus may be changed when you press the return button. How to Install: - Put all the
downloaded files in your /SA\GTA3\GTA3-TUR patch folder. - Start the game. - After you finish the game, go to

SA\GTA3\GTA3-TUR\GSATool\SATool.exe - Right click on SATool.exe and press open 82157476af
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